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Jingle All the Way

The jolly sound of sleigh bells ringing is
a sign that winter’s on its way. Bells have
long been placed on horse harnesses as
good luck charms, and before cars were
invented, sleigh bells signaled that a
horse-drawn carriage was coming down
the street. This was especially important
when snowy paths softened the sound of
the animals’ hooves, linking the jingle of
bells to the winter season.

Green Ideas for Greetings
Turn this year’s greeting cards into next

year’s holiday decor. Pop cards with your
favorite designs into inexpensive frames to
dress them up for a seasonal display.
Another green idea for greeting cards is to
cut off the fronts and reuse them as
gift tags.

A Popular Plaid Pattern
The iconic uniform of lumberjacks and

other outdoorsy types, the pattern known
as buffalo plaid starts popping up
everywhere as soon as cooler weather sets
in. The black-and-red checkered motif has
origins with Scotland’s MacGregor clan,
who wore a similar pattern called Rob Roy
tartan that was brought to the U.S. during
the 1800s, becoming a favorite of folks on
the frontier. Still a fashion staple, buffalo
plaid now covers a variety of home goods,
from bedding to wall decor and wrapping
paper.
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Popular Pages: ‘The Shadow of
the Wind’

This bestselling novel by Spanish writer
Carlos Ruiz Zafon has been called an ode
to the love of reading. The title is the name
of a book discovered by a young boy
named Daniel, who devours the pages and
sets out to learn more about the story’s
author, Julian Carax. But Carax has
disappeared, along with all of his works.
Determined to solve the mystery, Daniel
enlists the help of friends and fellow book
lovers, spending years unraveling the
layers of Carax’s life and discovering truths
about himself along the way.

Self-Care Corner: Tweet Yourself!
Begin and end each day with a positive

thought by posting a brief, uplifting message on
your Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, or other social
media account. The posts don’t have to be public
to have the desired effect of boosting your mood
and reminding you of the good things you have
going on. Stuck on what to write? Think of
something supportive you’d say to a good friend.
You deserve to be treated the same way!

A Fudgy Dessert
Crunchy edge or

soft center? National
Brownie Day is
Dec. 8.
Basketball Is Born

Winter weather
couldn’t stop famous
P.E. teacher James
Naismith from
keeping his students
active. Instead, he
created a game they
could play indoors.
With two peach
baskets nailed at
opposite ends of the
gym, he gave them
soccer balls to shoot,
marking the birth of
the world’s “basket”
ball craze on
Dec. 1, 1891.







1901: With a goal of setting rules and safety standards, 

representatives from over 60 universities meet to 

form the Intercollegiate Athletic Association of the 

United States. In 1910, the organization was renamed 

the NCAA.

1924: At age 2, Judy Garland makes her stage debut at 

her father’s movie theater in Grand Rapids, Minn. 

1948: The United Nations General Assembly adopts 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Defining 

fundamental freedoms of all human beings, the 

document has been translated into more than 

500 languages.

1973: Astronauts on NASA’s Skylab 4 mission take a 

7-hour spacewalk, the longest at the time. 

1987: Ron Hextall of the Philadelphia Flyers becomes 

the first NHL goalie to score a goal by intentionally 

firing the puck into the other team’s net. 

2001: “The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the 

Ring” premieres. It was the first film in the trilogy 

based on author J.R.R. Tolkien’s fantasy series.

2007: At 81, Queen Elizabeth II becomes the oldest 

ever monarch of the U.K., surpassing her 

great-great-grandmother, Queen Victoria.

2016: Global retailer Amazon makes its first delivery 

by drone. The package arrived at its destination 

13 minutes after it was ordered.
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